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Dear Customer, 
Thank you for buying ORION products! Welcome to use! 
Please read this User’s Guide carefully before use and save it. 
Best regards, 
ORION ELECTRONICS Team 
More details: http://www.orion.ua 
Mail to us:  support@orion.ua  
 
Care and Attention 
 
- The max weighing capacity of this scale is 3000g, which included the weight before 
tare. 
- Do not place objects on the edge of scale platform to avoid danger. 
- To ensure the life of the scale, do not put the scale under wet, hot & cold condition. 
- The product belongs to high precision electronic weighing apparatus, please do not 
press or drop the scale otherwise the scale is easy to damage. 
- If the scale surface is dirty, please clean the scale with soft cloth. Do not use any 
chemical detergent and do not let water get inside the scale. 
- The product is for family weighing only, do not use for legal trade. 
- If the result appears improperly, please check about whether the batteries and the 
touch point contact well. Replace for new batteries if not used for a long time already, 
and then try again. 
 
Specifications 
 
- Equipped with 4 high precision “stain-gauge” sensors and high capability CPU to 
ensure the weighing accuracy. 
- Capacity: 3000g 
- Division: 1g/0.1oz 
- Touch screen operation 
- Tare function. 
- Auto zero-auto off. 
- Low power and over load indication 
- Power: 1pc CR2032 lithium battery 
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Operating Instructions 
 
- Take out the scale, and open up the battery cover, install the battery to the battery 
case. 
- Place the scale on the flat table, and ensure it steady. 
- Please Touch the key of “ON/OFF” to power on, the scale will show “HELO” for a 
few seconds. Then it shows “0g”. 
- Touch the key “UNIT”, you can chose unit “g” or “oz”. 
(We suggest you Touch key “TARE” to make sure under 0g condition.) 
- Under the weight state, put the object on the center of platform; the appeared final 
steady digits in LCD is the weight. 
- If some thing is on the scale, you can touch the key of “TARE”, LCD show “0”. 
Clear the weight of the object. If you want to weight some more things you can repeat 
this function. 
- Take out the object after all the above steps, LCD will show the object weight that 
before tare in negative, and at the left side of the digits you can see”-”. 
- The scale will auto power off after 60 seconds without weighing. 
 
Low Battery/Overload Indication 
When the scale is over loaded, the “Err” will appear on the display. 
When the screen shows “LO” , it means that the power isn’t enough; please 
change the batteries as soon as possible. 
 
Subject to change without notice  
 
Extra information on ORION company web-site www.orion.ua 
We take your opinion and offers by E-mail support@orion.ua 
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